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Abstract Suppressing unwanted background sound is crucial for aural communication. Public8

spaces often contain a particularly disruptive background sound, called informational masking9

(IM). At present, IM is identified operationally: when a target should be audible, based on10

suprathreshold target/masker energy ratios, yet cannot be heard because perceptually similar11

background sound interferes. Here, behavioral experiments combined with functional near12

infrared spectroscopy identify brain regions that predict individual vulnerability to IM. Results13

show that tasked-evoked blood oxygenation changes near the superior temporal gyrus (STG) and14

behavioral speech detection performance covary for same-ear IM background sound, suggesting15

that the STG is part of an IM-dependent network. Moreover, listeners who are more vulnerable to16

IM show an increased metabolic need for oxygen near STG. In contrast, task-evoked responses in17

a region of lateral frontal cortex, the caudal inferior frontal sulcus (cIFS), do not predict behavioral18

sensitivity, suggesting that the cIFS belongs to an IM-independent network.19

20

Introduction21

Perceptual interference frombackground sound, also called auditorymasking, has longbeen known22

to impair the recognition of aurally presented speech through a combination of at least two mech-23

anisms. Energetic masking (EM) occurs when target andmasker have energy at the same time and24

frequency, such that the masker swamps or suppresses the auditory nerve activity evoked by the25

target (Young and Barta, 1986; Delgutte, 1990). Informational masking (IM) is presently defined26

operationally. IM occurs when a target is expected to be audible based on EM mechanisms, yet27

cannot be detected or identified. Listeners experience IM when target and masker are perceptu-28

ally similar to each other (e.g., hearing two women talk at the same time vs hearing out a female29

in the background of a male voice; Brungart (2001b)) or when the listener is uncertain about per-30

ceptual features of the target or masker (e.g., trying to hear out a target with known vs unexpected31

temporal patterning, cf. Lutfi et al. (2013)).32

Unlike EM, IM is associated with striking variation in individual vulnerability (Neff and Dethlefs,33

1995; Durlach et al., 2003). Moreover, an individual’s susceptibility to IM is largely refractory to34

training (Neff et al., 1993; Oxenham et al., 2003). Identifying brain regions where IM-evoked acti-35

vation patterns covary with individual differences in behavioral vulnerability to IM may thus hold36

a key for defining the neural mechanisms underlying IM.37

Neuroimaging studies have greatly advanced our understanding of the neural mechanisms of38

masking. Converging evidence links both EM and IM to recruitment of superior temporal gyrus39
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Figure 1. High-IM elicits stronger task-evoked responses than low-IM across all tested ROIs in experiment 1.(A) Experimental apparatus and setup and optode placement for a representative listener. Blue circles showplacements of detector optodes, red circles of source optodes (deep channels: solid lines; reference channels:dashed lines). (B) Task design for SPEECH vs NOISE. Both target (left-leading ITD of -500 �s) and masker(right-leading ITD of 500 �s) were presented binaurally. Spectral density for target vsmasker show mutuallyflanking, sharply tuned component bands. (C) Sensitivity map. Warmer colors denote increased likelihoodthat photons will be recorded from these areas. (D) HbO (top) and HbR (bottom) traces. Full hemodynamicresponses are denoted by solid lines and error ribbons. Here and elsewhere, ribbons show one standarderror of the mean across listeners. The task-evoked hemodynamic responses predicted from the LMEM areshown as dashed lines. Shaded areas mark the task duration.

(STG) and frontal cortex (Davis and Johnsrude, 2003, 2007; Scott et al., 2004, 2006, 2009;Mesgarani40

and Chang, 2012; Lee et al., 2013;Michalka et al., 2015). For instance, the predominantly activated41

STG hemisphere can shift depending on the amount of IM in the background sound (Scott et al.,42

2009). Moreover, for speech that was either spectrally degraded or had impoverished amplitude43

cues, spanning the range from unintelligible to fully intelligible, activation near STG can account for44

approximately 40 to 50% of the variance in speech intelligibility (Pollonini et al., 2014; Lawrence45

et al., 2018).46

In addition, lateral frontal cortex engages more strongly with increasing listening effort or in-47

creasing recruitment of higher-order semantic processes (Davis and Johnsrude, 2003; Scott et al.,48

2004;Wild et al., 2012;Wijayasiri et al., 2017). Parts of lateral frontal cortex, including the caudal in-49

ferior frontal sulcus (cIFS), are also sensitive to auditory short-termmemory load in situations with50

IM (Michalka et al., 2015; Noyce et al., 2017). Using functional near-infrared spectroscopy (fNIRS),51

we previously confirmed that the cIFS region engages more strongly when listeners actively attend52

to speech in IM vs listen passively (Zhou et al., 2018b), making the STG and cIFS promising region53

of interest (ROIs) for the current study.54

Widening an established IM paradigm (Arbogast et al., 2002), we here compare hemodynamic55

responses to low vs high IM speech. We test two hypotheses. H1: Individual differences in vul-56

nerability to IM are mediated through processing limitations in the vicinity of STG. H2: Individual57

differences in vulnerability to IM arise near cIFS.58

To study the effect of cortical responses on individual differences in behavioral speech com-59

prehension, our goal is to differentiate between brain areas with IM independence (task-evoked60

responses do not predict vulnerability to IM) vs areas with IM dependence (task-evoked responses61

predict IM vulnerability). Using fNIRS, we simultaneously quantify behavioral sensitivity and hemo-62

dynamic responses in the vicinity of STG and cIFS. In experiment 1, we contrast hemodynamic63

responses to speech detection in presence of combined low-IM vs high-IM with same-ear masking.64

To control for EM, in experiment 2, we contrast high-IM with same-ear vs opposite-ear masking.65

The two experiments serve as their own control, confirming test-retest reliability of the measured66

cortical traces. Our results support H1 but not H2.67
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Results68

Experiment 169

Using the setup shown in Figure 1A, we recorded hemodynamic responses near cIFS and STG bilat-70

erally, from normal-hearing young individuals. Listeners were instructed to detect when the target71

voice on the left uttered color keywords while SPEECH vs NOISE maskers interfered from the right72

side (Figure 1B). Behavioral pilot testing confirmed that these spectrally sparse maskers produced73

high-IM (SPEECH) vs low-IM (NOISE, Supplements 1).74

Accounting for approximately half of the variance in the recorded data (R2 = 0.45), a Linear75

Mixed Effects Model (LMEM) was then used to predict task-evoked hemodynamic responses, by76

regressing out reference channels (�6 and �7), block number (�5), and PTA (�11 and �12) from the full77

response (Supplement 2). Note that the reference channels comprise 44.6% of the total activation78

levels in the LMEM fits, as calculated via the area under the fitted curve with vs without �6 and �7.79

Indeed, unlike the full hemodynamic response, the LMEM-estimated task-evoked hemodynamic80

response aligns well with the task-onset (compare onset of darker shaded area and dashed line81

throughout 1C).82

LMEM fits reveal significant task-evoked responses at all four ROIs (Table 1; �1−4 > 0, p < 0.0001;83

see Figure 1C for HbO (top row) and HbR traces (bottom row). Moreover, all ROIs were sensitive84

to IM. Activation was stronger in the SPEECH as compared to the NOISE configuration (�10 > 0).85

The size of the difference between SPEECH (black lines in Figure 1C) vs NOISE (red lines) activa-86

tion varied across ROIs, but these interactions with ROI were small compared to the overall effect87

size(interaction between masker configuration and cortical structure: �13 < 0; interaction between88

masker configuration and hemisphere: �14 < 0; see Supplement 3).89

Experiment 290

The sharply tuned, mutually flanking bands of target and masker in experiment 1 were presented91

to both ears, and were designed to produce high- vs low IM, with little EM. However, IM can also92

occur when target and masker are presented to opposite ears. It is unclear whether the neural93

mechanisms underlying IM are similar when target and masker are presented to the same vs op-94

posite ears. Thus, we next wished to examine whether the pattern of STG and cIFS recruitment95

would generalize to a dichotic IM configuration.96
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Figure 2. Hemodynamic responses for SPEECH (Black) vs SPEECH-oppo(green) show robust task-evoked recruitment of all ROIs in experiment 2,even when target and masker are presented to opposite ears. Solid linesand error ribbons denote raw recordings; dashed lines show LMEM fits.

Testing a new group of 1497

listeners, experiment 2 con-98

trasted SPEECHwith SPEECH-99

oppo, a stimulus configura-100

tion that was identical to101

SPEECH, except that target102

and masker were now pre-103

sented to opposite ears (Fig-104

ure 2). Mirroring results105

from experiment 1, an LMEM106

fitting all HbOandHbR traces107

fromexperiment 2 accounted108

for approximately half of the109

variance in the recordeddata110

(R2 = 0.52), with 60.2% of the111

full hemodynamic activation112

attributed to reference channels. Moreover, LMEM fits confirmed that task-evoked responses in all113

four ROIs occurred in both masker configurations, even when target and masker were presented114

to opposite ears (2;�1−4 > 0, p < 0.0001). All ROIs engaged more strongly in the SPEECH as com-115

pared to the SPEECH-oppo configuration (�10 > 0), with effect size depending somewhat on ROI116
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(see Supplement 3).117

Vulnerability to masking and hemodynamic responses118

To test the core hypotheses, we next examined STG and cIFS for IM-dependence. We reasoned119

that in an IM-dependent ROI, the hemodynamic activation strength should predict behavioral sen-120

sitivity.121
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Figure 3. Hemodynamic responses linkindividual differences in vulnerabilitytowards IM to the vicinity of STG (A)STG activity and behavioralvulnerability to the high-IM SPEECHcondition are robustly anti-correlated,across both hemispheres inexperiments 1 and 2 (black vs bluesymbols, respectively). (B) There wasno appreciable association betweenHbO peaks and the low-IM NOISEcondition. (C) When target and maskerwere presented to opposite ears in theSPEECH-oppo configuration, HbOpeaks did not predict psychophysicalthresholds.

For each ROI, planned adjusted coefficients of determi-122

nation, R2, between behavioral speech detection sensitiv-123

ity and the peak of the HbO response were calculated. In124

experiment 1, individual behavioral thresholds were signif-125

icantly anti-correlated with peak HbO only in the SPEECH126

configuration in the vicinity of left or right STG, where127

hemodynamic responses explained 23% (left STG) and 31%128

(right STG) of the behavioral variance (black square sym-129

bols in Figure 3A). In contrast, behavioral NOISE thresholds130

were uncorrelated with hemodynamic responses (Figure131

3B). Note that this pattern was observed despite the fact132

that the behavioral speech detection performance, mea-133

sured during the fNIRS recordings, was comparable be-134

tween NOISE and SPEECH [paired t-test: t(13) = −1.14,135

p = 0.27]. Furthermore, activity levels near cIFS (Figure 1C)136

were not correlated with behavioral thresholds in SPEECH137

or NOISE.138

Testing a different group of listeners, experiment 2 con-139

firmed the finding from experiment 1 that HbO peaks near140

left or right STG were significantly anti-correlated with be-141

havioral sensitivity for the SPEECH configuration. More-142

over, activity levels in cIFS were again uncorrelatedwith be-143

havioral thresholds. Identical SPEECH configurations were144

assessed in experiments 1 and 2. Therefore, the converg-145

ing results across two groups of listeners confirm high test-146

retest reliability of the current fNIRS approach. Specifically,147

in experiment 2, STG HbO peak activation explained 43%148

and 34% of the behavioral variance in left and right STG re-149

spectively (blue square symbols in Figure 3A). In contrast,150

hemodynamic responses for SPEECH-oppo did not predict151

behavioral sensitivity (Figure 3C).152

A caveat, unlike in experiment 1, in experiment 2, task153

difficulty differed across masking conditions. Specifically,154

behavioral speech detection thresholds were better for155

SPEECH-oppo than SPEECH [paired t-test: t(13) = −3.13,156

p = 0.008; compare green symbols in Figure 3C falling to the right of the red, blue and black sym-157

bols in Figure 3A,B]. However, even for the more poorly performing listeners in experiment 2, no158

obvious trend links behavioral sensitivity to peak HbO levels in left or right STG.159

Of note, behavioral responses were not predicted from HbR activity levels, across any of the160

tested conditions, in either of the two experiments. As expected, task-evoked HbO and HbR re-161

sponses were robustly anti-correlated (in Figures 1C, and 2, compare dark dashed lines in the top162

row to the lighter dashed lines of the same color in the bottom row) This anti-correlation would163

predict that HbR responses mirror the correlation patterns between HbO peaks and behavioral164

sensitivity. However, in general, HbR response magnitudes were very small, approximately 20% of165

HbOmagnitudes, hinting that here, the HbR responses may have been contaminated by the noise166
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floor of the recording system.167

Discussion168

The goal of the current work was to identify brain regions where individual differences in IM vul-169

nerability emerge. To that end, we sought to differentiate between IM-independent parts of the170

brain whose activation levels are equivalently driven by low- or high-IM, vs IM-dependent regions171

whose activation levels correlate with individual IM-vulnerability.172

Hemodynamic correlates of IM173

The current data confirm that cortical regions at or near STG and cIFS engage during masked174

speech comprehension tasks (Scott et al., 2004, 2006, 2009; Rowland et al., 2018; Kerlin et al.,175

2010;Mesgarani and Chang, 2012; Ding and Simon, 2012;Michalka et al., 2015;Noyce et al., 2017).176

Robust task-evoked hemodynamic responses in STG and cIFS occurred, in both brain hemispheres,177

when the listener was engaged in a speech detection task, in either high- or low-IM. Task-evoked178

bilateral responses in STG and cIFS were even observed when target and high-IM masker were179

presented to opposite ears (SPEECH-oppo in experiment 2).180

SPEECH masking recruited a stronger task-evoked response than NOISE masking in both left181

and right STG, consistent with prior work (Scott et al., 2004). Activation levels during SPEECHmask-182

ing consistently predicted 20-43% of individual differences in vulnerability in left or right STG, in183

both experiments. Moreover, STG recruitment did not predict vulnerability to masking for the low-184

IMmasker (NOISE condition in experiment 1). Together, these results show that recruitment in the185

vicinity of STG was IM-dependent. In contrast, while cIFS also showed task-evoked responses that186

were stronger in SPEECH than in NOISE, cIFS activation strength did not significantly correlate with187

individual vulnerability in any tested masking configuration, suggesting that the vicinity of cIFS was188

IM-independent.189

IM is thought to be a central auditorymechanism. However, IM generally interferesmuchmore190

strongly when target and masker are presented to the same ear(s), as compared to being pre-191

sented to opposite ears (Brungart and Simpson, 2002, 2007; Kidd Jr et al., 2003; Gallun et al., 2005;192

Wightman and Kistler, 2005). Indeed, prior behavioral evidence suggests that interference from a193

nontarget ear can be attributed to a combination of a failure to attend to the target ear as well as194

increased listening effort (Gallun et al., 2007). However, it is unclear whether these mechanisms195

are similar for same-ear vs opposite ear IM.196

Here, SPEECH-oppo evoked bilateral responses in STG and cIFS. If identical STG-based networks197

were activated for same-ear-IM (SPEECH) and opposite-ear-IM (SPEECH-oppo), STG activity should198

have been a negative predictor of behavioral SPEECH-oppo sensitivity, but this was not observed.199

A caveat, speech identification thresholds in SPEECH-oppo were close to ceiling for a few of the200

listeners. However, even for poorly performing listeners, no trend emerged linking the peak HbO201

response and behavioral sensitivity (Figure 3C). Moreover, the interpretation that contralateral IM202

recruits different brain networks than ipsilateral IM is also supported by prior evidence from re-203

search in children, where the ability to suppress a masker ipsilateral to the target matures more204

slowly than the ability to suppress a masker on the contralateral side (Wightman et al., 2010).205

For same-ear IM, listeners reached comparable speech detection thresholds in low-IM and high-206

IM, but had marked individual difference during IM speech identification during behavioral pilot207

testing. This observation is consistentwith the idea thatmore IM-vulnerable listeners exertedmore208

listening effort (Pichora-Fuller et al., 2016). A cortical marker for listening effort was previously lo-209

cated in lateral inferior frontal gyrus, a brain area which shows attention-dependent increase in210

frontal brain activation during listening to degraded speech (Wild et al., 2012; Wijayasiri et al.,211

2017). The current study did not target the lateral inferior frontal gyrus, nor did we record alterna-212

tive measures of listening effort, such as pupilometry (Zekveld and Kramer, 2014; Parthasarathy213

et al., 2020), precluding any direct test of this possibility.214
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Together, the results show that even with comparable behavioral sensitivities and similar long-215

term acoustic energy, high-IM in the same ear increased HbO peaks near STG and cIFS, as com-216

pared to low-IM. This effect was observed separately for same-ear as well as opposite-ear IM.More-217

over, the observed anti-correlation between HbO peak levels and individual task performance in218

same-ear high-IM is consistent with the interpretation that left and right STG are part of a same-219

ear-IM-dependent network. In contrast, the vicinity of cIFS engaged in an IM-independent manner.220

Emergence of IM221

Listeners with higher cognitive abilities comprehend masked speech better (Mattys et al., 2012;222

Rönnberg et al., 2008), but prior work shows no evidence that cognitive ability contributes differ-223

ently to IM vs EM. For instance, cognitive scores poorly predict how well an individual can utilize224

an auditory scene analysis cue to suppress IM (Füllgrabe et al., 2015). Consistent with this, here,225

task-evoked responses near cIFS were IM-independent, unlike in the vicinity of STG.226

Inded, priorwork hints that IMemerges at the level of auditory cortex, a part of the STG (Gutschalk227

et al., 2008). We here tested maskers that were spectrally interleaved with the target, designed to228

produce either high IM (SPEECH) or low IM (NOISE). EM, when present, was limited to spectral re-229

gions outside the frequency bands that comprised most of the target energy. Consistent with this,230

for speech detection, behavioral thresholds were comparable between SPEECH and NOISE. How-231

ever, our behavioral pilot results also confirmed that speech identification was much more difficult232

in the presence of SPEECH than NOISE (Freyman et al., 1999; Arbogast et al., 2002; Brungart et al.,233

2006;Wightman et al., 2010).234

This behavioral pattern parallels a behavioral phenomenon in vision, called Crowding. In Crowd-235

ing, the presence of visual flankers decreases target identification performance, even when target236

and maskers are processed with peripheral (as opposed to foveal) vision (Strasburger et al., 1991).237

Moreover, analogous to the current behavioral results, flanking maskers that cause Crowding in238

target identification tasks do not typically impair target detection (Pelli et al., 2001). Furthermore,239

using a behavioral paradigm that is comparable to the current speech identification task, prior240

work shows that IM can occur even when the masker is softer than the target (Brungart, 2001a;241

Ihlefeld and Shinn-Cunningham, 2008). Analogously, Crowding can occur even when the flankers242

are smaller in size than the target (Pelli et al., 2001). Of importance to the current work, Crowding243

is currently thought to emerge at cortical processing levels (Millin et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2018a).244

Together, the apparent congruence in stimulus design and behavioral outcomes raises the pos-245

sibility that analogous canonical principles of sensory processing may underlie IM and Crowding,246

further supporting the prior notion that IM arises at the level of cortex.247

Cortical mechanisms of IM248

The current results show that for similar behavioral sensitivities and similar long-term acoustic en-249

ergy, individual differences in vulnerability to high-IM in the same ear correlated with increased250

need for supply of oxygen in the vicinity of STG and cIFS, as compared to low-IM. This is consistent251

with the idea that the metabolic needs of an individual’s STG contribute to one’s ability to filter out252

unwanted IM. Indeed, recent cortical recordings in humans demonstrate that neural tuning proper-253

ties of the STG flexibly shift in gain, temporal sensitivy and spectrotemporal tuning, depending on254

the stimulus (Keshishian et al., 2020). This raises the the possibility that an individual’s metabolic255

need for adapting the neural code in STG plays a role in shaping vulnerability to informational256

masking. Converging evidence also shows that the temporal fidelity by which cortical responses257

encode sound is a strong predictor of masked speech intelligibility. Even listeners with audiolog-258

ically normally hearing can vary dramatically in their ability to resolve and utilize temporal fine259

structure cues (Ruggles et al., 2011; Bharadwaj et al., 2019). In addition, an individual’s sensitivity260

to monaural or binaural temporal fine structure predicts masked speech intelligibility, especially261

in temporally fluctuating background sound (Lorenzi et al., 2006; Papesh et al., 2017). Intriguingly,262

this mechanism is thought to be of subcortical origin (Parthasarathy et al., 2020), hinting that tem-263
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poral coding fidelity does not differentially affect listening in EM vs IM backgrounds. However,264

future work is needed to explore how metabolic need and the fidelity of cortical temporal coding265

interact.266

Spatial Specificity267

The spacing of fNIRS optodes determines both the depth of the brain where recorded traces orig-268

inate, as well as their spatial resolution along the surface of the skull. Here, optode sources and269

detectors were spaced 3 cm apart and arranged cross-wise around the center of each ROI (Figure270

1A). To estimate the hemodynamic activity in each ROI, we averaged across the four channels of271

each ROI. This averaging greatly improved test-retest reliability of each ROI’s activation trace dur-272

ing pilot testing, both here and in our prior work (Zhang et al., 2018). A caveat of this approach273

is that it reduces the spatial resolution of the recordings. Thus, it is unclear whether increased274

hemodynamic activity near STG is due to increased STG recruitment, or due to a more broadly275

activated brain network in the vicinity of STG. For instance, there is precedence for activation of276

additional brain regions as a compensatory strategy for coping with age-related cognitive decline277

(Presacco et al., 2016; Jamadar, 2020). Listeners who are more vulnerable may use either a broad-278

ened brain network or increase STG recruitment, two possibilities that the current data cannot279

differentiate. However, either interpretations is consistent with the idea that a central processing280

limitation exists that includes STG and shapes vulnerability to IM.281

Diagnostic Utility282

The current results bear clinical relevance. A technique we here used to design our stimuli, vocod-283

ing, is currently the core principle of speech processing with current cochlear implants. A press-284

ing issue for the majority of cochlear implant users is that they cannot hear well in situations with285

masking, an impairment in part attributed to cortical dysfunction (Anderson et al., 2017; Zhou et al.,286

2018b). Sending target andmasker sound to opposite ears can improve target speech identification287

in some, but not all, bilateral cochlear implant users of comparable etiology, suggesting that cen-288

tral auditory processing contributes to clinical performance outcomes (Goupell et al., 2016) . How-289

ever, a challenge for imaging central auditory function in cochlear implant users is that cochlear290

implants are ferromagnetic devices. Thus, cochlear implants often either unsafe for use in mag-291

netic resonance imaging (MRI) scanners and/or cause sizeable artifacts when imaged with MRI or292

EEG (Hofmann and Wouters, 2010). Moreover, when imaged under anesthesia, cochlear implant293

stimulation can fail to elicit cortical responses (Nourski et al., 2013). In contrast, fNIRS, a quiet and294

light-based technology, is safe to use with cochlear implants. The current paradigm demonstrates295

that fNIRS-recorded cortical responses to masked speech with impoverished, cochlear-implant-296

like qualities, can explain approximately a third of the variance in individual vulnerability to IM - an297

approach that, it is hoped, may prove useful in future clinical practice.298

Methods and Materials299

Participants300

Our sample size (14 participants for each of the two fNIRS experiments and 11 participants for a301

behavioral pilot control) was selected a priori using effect size estimates from prior work on IM302

(Zhang et al., 2018; Arbogast et al., 2002). In total, we recruited 40 paid listeners, who were right-303

handed native speakers of English, and between 19 and 25 years old (17 females). Assessment304

of pure-tone audiometric detection thresholds (PTAs) at all octave frequencies from 250 Hz to 8305

kHz of 20 dB HL or better verified that all listeners had normal hearing. Specifically, the across-ear306

differences in pure tone thresholds was 10 dB or less, at all of the audiometric frequencies. All307

listeners gave written informed consent prior to participating in the study. All testing was admin-308

istered according to the guidelines of the Institutional Review Board of the New Jersey Institute of309

Technology.310
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Speech Stimuli311

There were 16 possible English words, each utterance recorded without co-articulation by each312

of two male talkers (Kidd, et al. 2008). The words consisted of the colors <red, white, blue, and313

green> and the objects <hats, bags, cards, chairs, desks, gloves, pens, shoes, socks, spoons, tables,314

and toys>. The colors were designated as keywords. Target word sequences were generated by315

picking a total of 25 random words from the overall set of 16, including between three and five316

target words, and concatenating them in random order with replacement (a set of more than 1026317

possible permutations for the target sequence, (27
3

)

⋅1222 ⋅43+
(28
4

)

⋅1221 ⋅44+
(29
5

)

⋅1220 ⋅45 > 1.6 ⋅1016).318

Similarly, masker sequences were made by picking 25 random words from the overall set of 16,319

constrained such that target and masker words always differed from each other, for any given320

word position in the target andmasker sequence. One talker was used for the target, the other for321

the masker. Prior to concatenation, each utterance was initially time-scaled to a duration of 300322

ms (Hejna and Musicus, 1991). In addition, 300 ms silences were included between consecutive323

words, such that the total duration of each target sequence equaled 15 s.324

Vocoding325

Next, the target word sequences were vocoded through an analysis-, followed by a synthesis-326

filtering stage. For the analysis stage, each word sequence was filtered into 16 adjacent spectral327

bands, with center frequencies from 300 to 10 kHz. These spectral bands were spaced linearly328

along the cochlea according to Greenwood’s scale, with a distance of more than one equivalent329

rectangular cochlear bandwidth between neighboring filters (Greenwood, 1990; Chen et al., 2011).330

Analysis filters had a simulated spectral width of 0.37 mm along the cochlea (Greenwood, 1990)331

or approximately 1/10th octave bandwidth, had a 72 dB/octave frequency roll-off and were im-332

plemented via time reversal filtering, resulting in zero-phase distortion. In each narrow speech333

band, the temporal envelope of that band was then extracted using Hilbert transform. Broadband334

uniformly distributed white noise carriers were multiplied by these envelopes. For the synthesis335

stage, these amplitude-modulated noises were then processed by the same filters that were used336

in the analysis stage. Depending on the experimental condition, a subset of these sixteen bands337

was then added, generating an intelligible, spectrally sparse, vocoded target sequence.338

Target/Masker Configurations339

A target sequence was always presented simultaneously with amasker sequence. Analogous to an340

established behavioral paradigm for assessing IM, we used two different masker configurations,341

consisting of different-band-speech or different-band-noise (Arbogast et al., 2002). In the SPEECH342

condition, themasker sequence was designed similarly to the target except that it was constrained343

such that 1) the target and masker words were never equal at the same time and 2) the masker344

was constructed by adding the remaining seven spectral bands not used to build the target se-345

quence. In the NOISE condition, the masker sequence consisted of 300-ms long narrowband noise346

bursts that were centered at the seven spectral bands not used to build the target sequence. All347

processing steps were identical to the SPEECH condition, expect that, instead of being multiplied348

with the Hilbert envelopes of the masker words, the noise carriers were multiplied by 300-ms long349

constant-amplitude envelopes that were ramped on and off with the target words (10 ms cosine350

squared ramps). Figure 1A shows a representative spectral energy profile for a mixture of target351

(brown) and SPEECH (black) sequences. Note that the spectrum of a mixture of target and NOISE352

samples comprised of similar frequency bands would look visually indistinguishable from target353

in SPEECH and is thus not shown here (c.f. Arbogast et al. (2002)).354

In experiment 1, target and either a different-band speech or a different-band-noise masker355

were presented binaurally (Figure 1B). The target had a left-leading interaural time difference356

(ITD) of -500 �s. The masker sequence had a right-leading 500 �s ITD, resulting in two possible357

target/masker configurations, called SPEECH (different-band-speech with 500 �s ITD) vs NOISE358

(different-band-noise with 500 �s ITD). The target and masker were each presented at 59 dBA,359
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as calibrated with a 1-kHz tone that was presented at the same root mean square as the target360

and masker and recorded with KEMARmicrophones (Knowles Electronics model KEMAR 45BB). As361

a result, the broadband Target-to-masker energy ratio (TMR) equaled 0 dB. However, at each of the362

center frequencies of the nine vocoded spectral bands that made up the target, the TMR equaled363

93 dB or more.364

In experiment 2, the masker always consisted of a different-band-speech sequence. Target365

and masker sequences were presented in two possible configurations. The first configuration was366

identical to the SPEECH condition of experiment 1, with the target presented binaurally with a -500367

�s ITD and a SPEECH masker at 500 �s ITD. In the second “SPEECH-oppo” configuration, a target368

and different-band-speech masker were presented to opposite ears, with the target presented369

monaurally to the left, and a different-band-speech masker monaurally to the right ear (Figure 2).370

Behavioral Task371

The auditory task consisted of twelve 45-second long blocks. To familiarize the listener with the372

target voice, at the beginning of each block, we presented a 3-second long cue sentence with the373

target talker’s voice and instructed the listeners to direct their attention to this talker. The cue374

sentence was "Bob found five small cards," and was processed identically to the target speech375

for that block (same spectral bands, same binaural configuration). Each block then consisted of a376

15-second long acoustic mixture of one randomly generated target and one randomly generated377

masker sequence, followed by a rest period of 30 seconds of silence. Moreover, at the end of378

each auditory task block, we added a random silent interval (mean: 3.8 s, variance: 0.23 s, uniform379

distribution). In experiment 1, we randomly interleaved six SPEECH blocks with six NOISE blocks,380

whereas in experiment 2, we randomly interleaved six SPEECH blocks with six SPEECH-oppo blocks.381

The spectral bands of the vocoded target and masker were fixed within each block and randomly382

interleaved across blocks.383
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Figure 4. Speech identification and detectionperformance during pilot testing for SPEECH vsNOISE confirm that the SPEECH masker causesIM. The target had a left-leading ITD of -500 �s;the masker a right-leading ITD of 500 �s. (A)Speech identification task. Percent correctkeywords identified without masker. (B) Speechidentification task. Percent correct keywordsidentified with SPEECH (black) or NOISE (red)masking. (C) Speech detection task. Sensitivity tokeywords with SPEECH (black) or NOISE (red)masking.

Listeners were instructed to press a button384

each time the target talker to their left side ut-385

tered any of the four color keywords, while ignor-386

ing all other words from both the target and the387

masker. A random number (between three and388

five) of color words in the target voice would ap-389

pear during each block. No response feedback390

was provided to the listener.391

Behavioral Detection Threshold392

Throughout each block we counted NB , the num-393

ber of intervals that the listener pushed the but-394

ton of the response interface. If a button push395

occurred within 200 to 600 ms after the onset of396

a target keyword, the response was scored as a397

hit. Absence of any button push response in the398

same time period was scored as a miss. The ob-399

served percent correct was calculated by dividing400

the number of hits by the total number of target401

keywords during that block.402

The baseline guessing ratewas estimated via a403

bootstrapping analysis that calculated the chance404

percent correct that a simulated listener would405

have obtained by randomly pushing a button N406

times throughout that block. Specifically, to es-407

timate the chance percent of keywords guessed408
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correctly via random button push, for each particular listener and block, we randomly shuffledNB409

button push intervals across the duration of that particular block’s target sequence and counted410

the number of keywords guessed correctly, then repeated the process by randomly shuffling again411

for a total of 100 repetitions. To correct for bias, the observed vs chance percent correct scores412

were then converted to d’-scores, by calculating the difference in z-scores of observed percent413

correct vs chance percent correct (Klein, 2001).414

Behavioral Pilot Control415

Behavioral pilot testing established the presence of IM in our stimuli, while also verifying that the416

high- vs low-IM conditions tested via fNIRS resulted in comparable speech intelligibility. Inside417

a double-walled sound-attenuating booth (Industrial Acoustic Company), we tested 11 normal-418

hearing listeners using the same auditory testing equipment and the same speech detection task419

that we used during the fNIRS recordings, except that listeners had their eyes open during this420

pilot testing.421

In addition, using vocoded stimuli that were recorded by the same talkers as the stimuli used for422

the speech detection task, we assessed speech identification thresholds by using the coordinate423

response measure task (Brungart, 2001b; Kidd Jr et al., 2008). Briefly, this task presents listeners424

with the following sentence structure: "Ready [call sign] go to [color] [number] now." There were425

eight possible call signs < Arrow, Baron, Charlie, Eagle, Hopper, Laker, Ringo, Tiger>, the same four426

colors as in the detection task <red, blue, white, green>, and seven numbers (numbers one through427

eight, except "seven" because, unlike the other numbers, it consists of two syllables). The target428

sentence was spoken by the same talker for every trial and always had "Baron" as call sign; the429

masker was either SPEECH or NOISE from a different talker, and using a different call sign than430

"Baron." Listeners were instructed to answer the question "Where did Baron go?" by identifying431

the color in the target sentence. The masker was held fixed at 65 dB SPL, whereas the target level432

varied randomly from trial to trial from45 to 85 dB SPL, resulting in five possible TMRs from -20, -10,433

0, 10, and 20 dB. The target levels were randomized such that all five TMRs were tested in random434

order before all of them were repeated in different random order. Listeners competed 20 trials435

per TMR, both in SPEECH and in NOISE. In addition, to verify that all listeners could understand the436

vocoded speech in quiet at the softest target level, prior to testing masked thresholds, listeners437

completed 20 trials in quiet at 45 dB SPL.438

In quiet, all listeners scored at or near ceiling in the identification task (Figure 4A), consistentwith439

previous results that nine-band speech stimuli remain highly intelligible despite vocoding (Shannon440

et al., 1995). Speech identification thresholds were much worse in SPEECH than NOISE thresholds441

(Figure 4B), confirming that the current stimulus processing produces IM (Arbogast et al., 2002).442

Using Bayesian inference, each listener’s SPEECH and NOISE percent correct speech identification443

curves were fitted with sigmoidally shaped psychometric functions, as a function of TMR (Matlab444

toolbox: psignifit; (Wichmann and Hill, 2001)). Identification thresholds were defined as the TMR445

at 50% correct of these fitted functions. Paired t-tests comparing speech identification thresholds446

between SPEECH and NOISE found that performance was significantly worse in SPEECH [paired447

t-test, t(10) = 25.4, p<0.001]. The effect size, calculated as the Cohen’s d ratio of the difference in448

SPEECH and NOISE thresholds divided by the pooled standard deviation across listeners, equaled449

4.6. Similarly, speech keyword detectability was better in NOISE than SPEECH, by an average 0.4450

d’-units [Figure 4C; paired t-test, t(10)=-2.6, p = 0.027]. Cohen’s d equaled 1.0.451

We wished to eliminate the possibility of artifacts from eye movements and visual attention452

in our hemodynamic traces. Moreover, we wished to have comparable task difficulty across the453

tested conditions with fNIRS. Therefore, we next selected the keyword detection task for neu-454

roimaging, because listeners could perform itwithminimal bodymovement and closed eyes. More-455

over, task performance was more comparable across maskers for speech detection vs the identifi-456

cation task.457
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Neuroimaging Procedure458

For both experiments, each listener completed one session of behavioral testing while we simulta-459

neously recordedbilateral hemodynamic traces in the vicinity of STGand cIFS, using fNIRS. Through-460

out testing listeners held their eyes closed. Traces were acquired in 23-minute sessions, consisting461

of 11 blocks of a controlled breathing task (9 minutes), followed by a brief break (ca. 2 minutes)462

and twelve blocks of auditory assessment (12minutes). The controlled breathing task was identical463

to our prior methods (see details in Zhang et al. (2018)). Briefly, the task consisted of eleven 45-464

second-long blocks. In each block, listeners were instructed to breathe in for 5 seconds, breathe465

out again for 5 seconds. This breathe-in-breathe-out pattern repeated for 6 times (30 seconds466

in total) before the listeners were instructed to hold breath for 15 seconds. The hemodynamic467

traces collected during this task establish a baseline dynamic range, from baseline to saturation,468

over which the optical recordings could vary for each particular listener, recording day and ROI.469

The auditory assessment was the behavioral detection task described above (see Behavioral Pilot470

Control).471

Recording Setup for fNIRS472

The listener wore insert earphones (Etymotic Research ER-2) and a custom-made fNIRS head-cap473

andheld awireless response interface in the lap (Microsoft Xbox 360Wireless Controller; Figure 1A).474

Acoustic stimuli were generated on a laptop (Lenovo ThinkPad T440P) withMatlab (Release R2016a,475

The Mathworks, Inc., Natick, MA, USA), D/A converted with a sound card (Emotiva Stealth DC-1; 16476

bit resolution, 44.1 kHz sampling frequency) and presented over the insert earphones. This acous-477

tic setupwas calibratedwith a 2-cc coupler, 1/2" pressure-fieldmicrophone anda sound levelmeter478

(Bruel&Kjaer 2250-G4). The testing suite had intermittent background sound level with peak levels479

of 44 dBA (moderately quiet university hallway with noise from staff walking by). Together with the480

ER-2 insert earphones, which provide approximately 30 dB attenuation, the effective background481

noise level reaching the listener’s tympanic membrane was 14 dB A, i.e., moderately quiet.482

A camera-based 3D-location tracking and pointer tool system (Brainsight 2.0 software and hard-483

ware by Rogue Research Inc., Canada) was used to place the optodes above the left and right cIFS484

and STG, referenced to standardized brain coordinates (Talairach Atlas; Lancaster et al. (2000)). A485

custom-built head cap, fitted to the listener’s head via adjustable straps, embedded the optodes486

and held them in place.487

Hemodynamic traces were recorded with a 4-source and 16-detector continuous-wave fNIRS488

system (690 nm and 830 nm optical wavelengths, 50 Hz sampling frequency; CW6, TechEn Inc).489

The spatial layout of the optical source-detector pairs was custom-designed to cover each of the490

four ROIs using cross-wise deep quadruple channels with source-detector distances of 3 cm (solid491

lines in the bottom insert in Figure 1A) and one short separation channel with a source-detector492

distance of 1.5 cm (dashed lines in bottom insert of Figure 1A). For each of the resulting 16 deep493

and 4 shallow source-detector pairs, we then used simulated photon paths to estimate a sensitivity494

map across the surface of brain by mapping the light paths through a standardized head (Figure495

1C, AtlasViewer; (Aasted et al., 2015)).496

Signal Processing of the fNIRS traces497

Raw fNIRS traces were processed to estimate hemodynamic activation strength (Supplement 2498

Figure 1A).Wefirst usedHOMER2 to process the raw recordings during both the breath holding and499

auditory tasks, at each of the 16 deep and four shallow source-detector channels (Huppert et al.,500

2009). Specifically, the raw recordings were band-pass filtered between 0.01 and 0.1 Hz, using time-501

reversal filtering with a fifth order zero-phase Butterworth filter for high pass filtering and time-502

reversal filtering with a third order zero-phase Butterworth filter for low pass filtering (commands503

filtfilt and butter in Matlab 2016). Next, we removed slow temporal drifts in the band-pass filtered504

traces by de-trending each trace with a 20th-degree polynomial (Pei et al., 2007). To suppress505

artefacts due to sudden head movement, these de-trended traces were then transformed with506
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Daubechies-2 base wavelet functions. Wavelet coefficients outside the one interquartile range507

were removed, before the remaining coefficients were inversely transformed (Molavi and Dumont,508

2012). We then applied a modified Beer-Lambert law to these processed traces, resulting in the509

estimated oxygenated hemoglobin (HbO) and deoxygenated hemoglobin (HbR) concentrations for510

each channel (Cope and Delpy, 1988; Kocsis et al., 2006). To obtain hemoglobin changes relative511

to the maximum dynamic recording range for each individual listener and recording site, we then512

applied a normalization step. Specifically, for each listener and each of the 20 source-detector513

channels, we divided the HbO and HbR concentration from the task conditions by the peak of514

the HbO concentration change during the controlled breathing task, resulting in normalized HbO515

and HbR traces for each channel. Finally, we averaged the crosswise quadruple deep channels516

at each ROI, resulting in a total of four task-evoked raw hemoglobin traces per ROI and listener517

(deep and shallow, HbO and HbR). We previously found that this dynamic range normalization518

step helps reduce across-listener variability in our listener population with a diverse range of skin519

pigmentations, hair consistencies and skull thicknesses (Zhang et al., 2018).520

Hemodynamic Activation521

To estimate auditory-task-evoked neural activity predicted by fixed effects of high- vs low-IM, for522

eachof the twoexperiments, wenext fitted a linearmixed effectmodel (LMEM) to thepre-processed523

deep HbO and HbR traces (see Supplement 2 for details on the equations). The LMEM model524

assumes that three main sources of variance shape the HbO and HbR traces: 1) a task-evoked525

response with IM independence (significant task-evoked activation that does not covary with IM526

vulnerability), 2) a task-evoked response with IM dependence (significant task-evoked activation527

that covaries with IM vulnerability), and 3) nuisance signals, deemed to be unlikely of neural ori-528

gin. In addition, the LMEM includes the following factors that are known to drive neural response529

changes in STG and cIFS: audibility as modelled through left and right across-frequency average530

PTAs, and plasticity as modelled through change in output attributed to block number. To allow531

direct comparison of the masker evoked responses across different ROIs, all �i were referenced532

relative to the SPEECH recordings in left cIFS.533

To estimate whether a neural response captures behavioral phenotypes for vulnerability to IM,534

for each listener, masker configuration and ROI, we calculated the predicted total HbO and HbR535

responses from the LMEM weights, ignoring nuisance signals, PTA and plasticity. Using the peak536

height of the reconstructed HbO or HbR traces as a measure of that ROI’s neural recruitment for537

that masker, we then evaluated whether that ROI’s hemodynamic recruitment correlated with the538

listener’s behavioral d’ sensitivity to IM.539
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Table 1. Results of LMEM, experiment 1.
Term Estimate S.E. t p

�0 Intercept -0.35 0.092 -3.8 0.0001 ***
�1 HRFHbO 0.55 0.004 138.3 <0.0001 ***
�2 HRF’HbO 0.17 0.004 39.4 <0.0001 ***
�3 HRFHbR 0.02 0.004 5.8 <0.0001 ***
�4 HRF’HbR 0.11 0.043 26.8 <0.0001 ***
�5 Block Number 0.01 0.000 76.6 <0.0001 ***
�6 Reference ChannelHbO 0.42 0.000 1342.0 <0.0001 ***
�7 Reference ChannelHbR 0.44 0.001 580.8 <0.0001 ***
�8 Hemisphere 0.04 0.028 1.5 0.14
�9 Cortical Structure 0.08 0.026 3.0 0.003 **
�10 Masker 0.14 0.061 2.2 0.025 *
�11 R ear PTA 0.02 0.008 1.8 0.08 .
�12 L ear PTA -0.01 0.005 -0.9 0.38
�13 Masker Configuration : Cortical Structure -0.03 0.003 -12.8 <0.0001 ***
�14 Masker Configuration : Hemisphere -0.05 0.003 -21.1 <0.0001 ***
�15 Cortical Structure : Hemisphere -0.01 0.003 -5.4 <0.0001 ***
�16 HRFHbO : Masker Configuration -0.19 0.004 -46.5 <0.0001 ***
�17 HRFHbO : Cortical Structure 0.17 0.004 41.6 <0.0001 ***
�18 HRFHbO : Hemisphere -0.43 0.004 -10.8 <0.0001 ***
�19 HRF’HbO : Masker Configuration 0.02 0.004 5.6 <0.0001 ***
�20 HRF’HbO : Cortical Structure -0.22 0.004 -51.6 <0.0001 ***
�21 HRF’HbO : Hemisphere -0.04 0.004 -9.5 <0.0001 ***
�22 HRFHbR : Masker Configuration -0.12 0.004 -30.2 <0.0001 ***
�23 HRFHbR : Cortical Structure -0.01 0.004 -1.0 0.3
�24 HRFHbR : Hemisphere 0.05 0.004 11.9 <0.0001 ***
�25 HRF’HbR : Masker Configuration -0.10 0.004 -22.4 <0.0001 ***
�26 HRF’HbR : Cortical Structure 0.16 0.004 36.6 <0.0001 ***
�27 HRF’HbR : Hemisphere 0.04 0.004 9.3 <0.0001 ***

Source: Link_to_raw_data Table 1–source data 1.
All estimates are referenced to a default condition in left cIFS for SPEECH.
Significance codes: ‘***’ p < 0.001, ‘**’ p < 0.01, ‘*’ p < 0.05, ‘.’ p< 0.1, ‘ ’ p 0.1. Note: “Int” = “intercept”; “S.E.” =
standard error of the mean
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Table 2. Results of LMEM, experiment 2.
Term Estimate S.E. t p

�0 Intercept 0.02 0.065 0.3 0.75
�1 HRFHbO 0.29 0.003 89.4 <0.0001 ***
�2 HRF’HbO 0.07 0.003 19.5 <0.0001 ***
�3 HRFHbR -0.04 0.003 -10.9 <0.0001 ***
�4 HRF’HbR 0.07 0.004 20.8 <0.0001 ***
�5 Block Number 0.01 0.000 39.1 <0.0001 ***
�6 Reference ChannelHbO 0.67 0.001 1490.4 <0.0001 ***
�7 Reference ChannelHbR 0.73 0.001 802.0 <0.0001 ***
�8 Hemisphere -0.02 0.025 -0.7 0.46
�9 Cortical Structure 0.04 0.034 1.2 0.23
�10 Masker 0.00 0.025 0.04 0.97
�11 R ear PTA -0.01 0.011 -0.97 0.33
�12 L ear PTA 0.00 0.009 0.3 0.79
�13 Masker Configuration : Cortical Structure 0.06 0.002 26.3 <0.0001 ***
�14 Masker Configuration : Hemisphere -0.03 0.00 -14.5 <0.0001 ***
�15 Cortical Structure : Hemisphere 0.08 0.002 40.3 <0.0001 ***
�16 HRFHbO : Masker Configuration -0.1 0.003 -31.8 <0.0001 ***
�17 HRFHbO : Cortical Structure 0.04 0.003 11.1 <0.0001 ***
�18 HRFHbO : Hemisphere 0.03 0.003 8.5 <0.0001 ***
�19 HRF’HbO : Masker Configuration -0.01 0.003 -1.8 0.072 .
�20 HRF’HbO : Cortical Structure -0.19 0.003 -53.9 <0.0001 ***
�21 HRF’HbO : Hemisphere -0.06 0.003 -16.63 <0.0001 ***
�22 HRFHbR : Masker Configuration 0.003 0.003 1.1 0.29
�23 HRFHbR : Cortical Structure -0.05 0.003 -14.4 <0.0001 ***
�24 HRFHbR : Hemisphere -0.04 0.003 -11.9 <0.0001 ***
�25 HRF’HbR : Masker Configuration 0.01 0.003 3.0 0.0031 **
�26 HRF’HbR : Cortical Structure 0.06 0.003 17.8 <0.0001 ***
�27 HRF’HbR : Hemisphere -0.01 0.003 -3.5 0.0006 ***

Source: Link_to_raw_data Table 2–source data 1.
All estimates are referenced to a default condition in left cIFS for SPEECH. Significance codes: ‘***’ p < 0.001,
‘**’ p < 0.01, ‘*’ p < 0.05, ‘.’ p< 0.1, ‘ ’ p 0.1. Note: “Int” = “intercept”; “S.E.” = standard error of the mean
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Supplement 1540

Differences between behavioral pilot vs fNIRS testing541

During behavioral pilot testing, a significant but small effect of masker emerged in the
speech detection task. However, during fNIRS testing, any differences between SPEECH
vs NOISE in the same behavioral task were too small to reach statistical significance. Specifi-
cally, averaged across listeners, speech detection performance in SPEECH equaled 1.97 (S.E.
0.11) during pilot testing as compared to 1.26 (S.E. 0.22) in experiment 1 and 1.71 (S.E. 0.16)
in experiment 2. Across-listener average speech detection performance in NOISE equaled
2.41 (S.E. 0.13) during pilot testing vs 1.56 (S.E. 0.21) in experiment 1.

542

543

544

545

546

547

548

The acoustic delivery of stimuli was identical for fNIRS testing and the behavioral pilot,
except that testing happened in different rooms. The fNIRS testing suite had environmental
background sound, but it was modest. Indeed, the energy reaching the ears from environ-
mental sound in the fNIRS suite was 50 dB softer than either the masker or target source,
presumably only subtly worsening EMor not at all, as compared to the behavioral pilot suite.
This hints that the overall reduced performance during fNIRS testing is due to listeners be-
ing either more distracted and/or having to put more effort into performing the behavioral
task when wearing fNIRS head caps.
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Supplement 2557

LMEM558

For each experiment, listener and source-detector pair, full hemodynamic traces were pre-
processed (Supplement 2 Figure 1A) before task-evoked responseswere estimated via LMEM
(Supplment 2 Figure 1B).
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Supplement 2 Figure 1. For each experiment, all recorded traces were fit with one LMEM. (A) Signalpre-processing steps. (B) Illustration of default effects in the LMEM.563

564565

The hemodynamic response function (HRF, Lindquist et al. (2009) is described by:566

567

HRF(t) = 1
Γ(6)
t5e−t − 1

6Γ(16)
t15e−t568

569

A single LMEM per experiment then fitted these normalized full HbO and HbR traces as
follows:
HGd = (Intercept ⋅�0+ HRFHbO⋅�1+ HRF’HbO⋅�2+ #default effects
HRFHbR ⋅�3+ HRF’HbR⋅�4+ Block number ⋅�5+Reference channelHbO⋅�6+ Reference channelHbR ⋅�7+Hemisphere ⋅�8+ Cortical structure⋅�9+Masker configuration ⋅�10+R Audio threshold ⋅�11+ L Audio threshold ⋅�12)+

570
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577

(Cortical structure : Masker configuration ⋅�13+ # interactions
Hemisphere : Masker configuration ⋅�14+Hemisphere : Cortical structure ⋅�15+HbO HRF : Masker configuration ⋅�16+HbO HRF : Cortical structure ⋅�17+HbO HRF : Hemisphere ⋅�18+HbO HRF’ : Masker configuration ⋅�19+HbO HRF’ : Cortical structure ⋅�20+HbO HRF’: Hemisphere ⋅�21+HbR HRF : Masker configuration ⋅�22+HbR HRF : Cortical structure ⋅�23+HbR HRF : Hemisphere ⋅�24+HbR HRF’ : Masker configuration ⋅�25+HbR HRF’ : Cortical structure ⋅�26+HbR HRF’ : Hemisphere ⋅�27+listener-dependent (Task condition + Cortical Structure + Hemisphere) # random effects

578
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588

589
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594

where HGd is a two-dimensional vector of the normalized full hemoglobin concentra-
tions, HbO and HbR, recorded from the deep source-detector channels. The �i weights as-
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sociated with each term are a linear measure of how much the term affected the recorded
hemoglobin concentration change, relative to the reference condition of SPEECH in left cIFS.

595

596

597

598

To adjust the onset of the fitted functions to each individual, the LMEM included HRF’,
the first derivative of HRF (Uga et al., 2014).

599

600

Moreover, the LMEMdefault effects Hemisphere, Cortical structure, andMasker configu-
ration each were two-level categorical variables representing two hemispheres (left vs right,
�8), two cortical structures (cIFS vs STG, �9) and two task conditions per experiment (SPEECH
vs NOISE in experiment 1; SPEECH vs SPEECH-OPPO in experiment 2, �10). Together, thesedefault effects estimated task-evoked responses in the HbO and HbR traces. In addition,
the LMEM included factors that are known to drive neural response changes in STG and
cIFS: plasticity, modelled through block number (�5), as well as peripheral hearing, mod-
elled through each individual listener’s across-frequency average left and right PTA (�12 and
�13). Finally, cardiovascular nuisance signals unlikely to be of neural origin were regressed
out via the shallow source-detector Reference channels (RC; �6−7) in the default model.
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604

605

606

607

608

609

610

As a result, this LMEM implicitly considered that HbR hemodynamic responses are gen-
erallymuch smaller in amplitude and build upmore slowly, as compared to HbO (Watanabe
et al., 1996; Sato et al., 2004). Specifically, HRFs for HbR and HbO were of the same overall
canonical functional form. However, to capture potentially different amplitudes and tempo-
ral onsets of HbO and HbR, the LMEM fitted HRF and HRF’ amplitudes and their interactions
with Masker configuration, Hemisphere and Cortical structure separately for HbO vs HbR
(�1−4;(Niioka et al., 2018)).
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618

Finally, to regress out idiosynchratic listener-dependent effects on HbO and HbR traces
(Sato et al., 2005; Minati et al., 2011), the LMEM included random effects for each listener
of Masker configuration, Cortical structure and Hemisphere. Note that we initially explored
a range of statistical models. We deemed this LMEM model best in terms of explanatory
power and parsimony, because it yielded low overall Akaike’s Information Criterion and
Bayesian Information Criterion scores (Anderson and Burnham, 2002).
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Supplement 3625

Temporal Buildup626

Using PET, prior work discovered stronger bilateral STG activation for speech masked by
speech relatively to a speech masked by speech baseline (Scott et al., 2009), a finding con-
firmed by the current results via fNIRS. That prior work assessed speech identification while
participants listenedpassively (Scott et al., 2009). In contrast, here, hemodynamic responses
were recordedwhile listeners were actively engaged in a speech detection task. Of note, the
prior study also showed that the left STG was more strongly recruited than right STG under
IM (Scott et al., 2009). To examine hemispheric differences, we compared the LMEM pre-
dicted hemodynamic response across left and right hemisphere for STG, and, separately
for STG. However, for the stimuli tested here during active listening, no robust hemispheric
differences in STG activation were revealed.
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Furthermore, frontal cortex peak responses during an EM task were found to lag be-
hind STG responses, by approximately 1.5 seconds, when normally-hearing listeners were
assessed with fNIRS while listening to vocoded speech in noise (Wijayasiri et al., 2017). To
analyze the temporal buildup of the task-evoked responses, we subtracted the responses
attributed by the LMEM to the STG from those attributed to the cIFS.
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Supplement 3 Figure 1. For the first 2-5 seconds of the task, STG was more active than cIFS, whereascIFS responded more strongly afterwards, with both regions being balanced in their relativeactivations near the end of the task interval (15 s). This temporal buildup was observed in bothhemispheres, for all tested masker configurations, and for both HbO and HbR. Note that HbO (darkerlines) and HbR (lighter lines) are anti-correlated, here, as expected. (A) Relative to each ROIs own peakactivation levels, STG is slightly more strongly activated than cIFS, for both SPEECH (black) and NOISEin experiment 1(red), in both the Left and the Right hemisphere. (B) The temporal buildup ofdominant STG vs cIFS activity in experiment 2 are qualitatively comparable to the results inexperiment 1 (compare black lines in top vs bottom plots. Moreover, the pattern where early STGactivity emerges prior to stronger cIFS recruitment also holds for SPEECH-oppo.
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In both experiments, masker-evoked differences in overall recruitment of STG vs cIFS
varied over time. In experiment 1, STG was slightly more strongly recruited during the first
2 seconds of the task interval, before the recruitment between STG and cIFS became more
balanced, in both the left and right hemispheres (Supplement 3 Figure 1A). Similarly, in
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experiment 2, within each hemisphere, STG was relatively more engaged than cIFS during
the first 2-5 seconds of the task , followed by stronger HbO and HbR recruitment in the cIFS
region (Supplement 3 Figure 1B). Thus, the current temporal buildup results are consistent
with prior findings that STG activates before frontal regions, for both EM and IM (Wijayasiri
et al., 2017).
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